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PRESIDENT’S REMARKS
As we approach the end of winter and the
uncertainty of changing weather in February,
we move towards spring. The weed seeds
are germinating in our lawn and I saw a
dandelion flower on a south-west corner of
our property. The cyclamen coum in our yard
are showing pink buds and the hyacinth have
emerged from the depths. Hopefully we will
have no more snow on the ground to shovel.
The rhododendrons in our yard came
through the cold spell in good shape,
although some plants in one gallon
containers seemed to have a frozen soil. The
only plant to suffer damage from the snow
was the evergreen magnolia with its brittle
branches.

Linda and I have been getting exercise on our
Bionx electric bikes. Our last ride was from
Mitchell’s Farm to Sidney. While we were there
we checked up on the rhododendron garden at
the Mary Winspear Center. The plants looked in
good shape. For those new to our club, that
garden was a memorial gift from the Victoria
Rhododendron Society to the Town of Sidney for
hosting the ARS Convention in 2015. As well
Jim’s Champagne Lace was honored with being
the official rhododendron of the city
Garden Centers have seeds. However, the soils
are not yet in. The ARS Seed Exchange is now
open if you want rhododendron or companion
seeds. Perlite is not available in large bags. For
your information, perlite is formed from volcanic
glass heated in a hot furnace. Think of it as a
popcorn analogy. The area near Clinton was at
one time a producer of perlite.

The COVID-19 pandemic with its omicron
variant and its highly contagious
transmission is causing more restrictions.
However, some say as this variant subsides
restrictions will be lifted. Take all
precautions in order to keep yourself and
your loved ones safe. Hopefully we can
return to pre-pandemic activities soon.
Please note that the February meeting will
be via ZOOM. Information with the
meeting number and passcode are on the
page announcing the February Speaker.
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GARDENING TRENDS FOR 2022
Ideas adapted from Garden Design

If you have a balcony garden, courtyard or terrace garden,
small can be beautiful as well as functional. Small garden
spaces are getting a lot of attention, with a focus on how
to maximize your living and growing potential. Ways to do
this include:
. Using large pots that can handle multiple plants
. Installing shelves for smaller plants such as herbs and
annuals
. Putting plant hangers on railings
. Mixing edibles and ornamental plants in containers to
conserve space
. Attaching strings or wires to accommodate climbing
plants

BALCONY GARDENS

Travel restrictions continue to deter many of us from
venturing out. Choosing “faraway” plants helps create a
feeling of being in another growing zone. Tropical plants
continue to be a favorite purchase in nurseries. Placing
them outside in summer helps to create a different garden
picture.
More tropical plants that can be grown in our climate
include:
. Caladiums (elephant’s ear) known for their showy foliage
. Rose of Sharon is a hardy hibiscus that can be grown in
our planting zone

INCLUDING PLANTS THAT
TRANSPORT YOU TO ANOTHER
PART OF THE WORLD

. Rose mallows offer stunning flowers similar to hibiscus
. Cannas have jungle-like leaves and upright stems with
blooms of colors ranging from pale pastels to vibrant
oranges and reds
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Bright flowers or vibrant foliage colors such as
silver or chartreuse are standouts on their own
merit. However, the secret to making them pop
is dark foliage. Contrast, contrast, contrast
should be your motto when planting trees or
shrubs with dark foliage. Choosing a suitable
background of light foliage, silver-blue foliage,
light greens and golds and yellows are certain to
create the magic of contrast in the garden.
Plants to consider for adding dark foliage
include:
. Crape myrtle, known for its resilience
. Heuchera thrive in a variety of habitats
. Ninebark provides interest all year round with
its peel-like bark

ADDING DARK FOLIAGE TO
CREATE IMPRESSIVE
CONTRAST

. Smoke bush offers striking color and showy
flowers that create a smoky effect

We have all have heard of bringing the outdoors in and
bringing the indoors out--but why not do both? With so
much time at home because of the pandemic, gardeners
are realizing that the blurry lines between indoors and
out extend the living area. Once we consider not limiting
the idea of “home” to the structure on our property and
extending that to include the entire property as home,
you can create a strong sense of place and connection to
the natural world.

. Dark-leaved potato vine is perfect for hanging
planters

Bring in the outdoors in by:
. Setting up a small herb garden on a sunny window
. Use grow lights to bring plants in for rooms that have
little natural light
. Place hanging planters in front of the windows
Take indoors out:
. Set up a “garden room” to get cozy and some fresh air
. Screen areas with tall shrubs or plantings that create a
sense of enclosure

BLURRING LINES BETWEEN
INDOORS AND OUT

. Add a lounge chair to make your space more
hospitable
. Use ample lighting with string lights lanterns and
outdoor lamps
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Long-time gardeners know that changes in weather are
affecting the way we garden. Many gardeners are familiar
with drought-tolerant gardening and are including plants
that are more responsive to drought. As the climate is
changing, awareness of fire and floods are now included in
the way we garden.
Gardening for heat tolerance and fire:
. Choose drought tolerant plants. Plants to include are:
lavender, lamb’s ear, sage, New Zealand flax, succulents
. Add features such as stone or gravel paths that can
create a firebreak
. Prune branches that overhang garden structures
Gardening for flooding and excessive rain:
. Reduce runoff by creating permeable surfaces that allow
water to drain more slowly

GARDENING FOR A
CHANGING CLIMATE

. On hillsides, choose plants with deep roots for erosion
control
. Select plants that grow well in moisture gathering spots
in the garden

Gardeners have been striving to make their gardens more
wildlife friendly for years. It is now more common for
gardeners to to do that on purpose. The focus is towards
having a garden that is more beautiful and serves local
wildlife as well.
Ideas include:
. Reducing your lawn with alternatives that do more to
support pollinators, wildlife and soil health
. Having a source of water provides a place for wildlife to
visit. Ponds and differing water basins can be created or
purchased to provide a place for wildlife to drink and to
bathe

GARDENING FOR WILDLIFE

. Using a diverse mix of plants that thrive in your climate
zone provides food and shelter for wildlife
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RHODODENDRON OF THE MONTH

R. ST. VALENTINE
(R. lochiae x R. gracilentum)

Rhododendron St. Valentine is a vireya and an Australian hybrid.
It is a small, bushy spreading shrub with glossy elliptic leaves. It flowers all year with bright red
pendulous tubular funnels of 3-5 flowers
St. Valentine is known to be a real person who died around A.D. 270
The true identity of St. Valentine remains a mystery
The saint we celebrate on Valentine’s Day is known officially as St. Valentine of Rome
Pope Valentine served as pope for a mere 40 days around A.D. 827
Valentine is the patron saint of beekeepers and epilepsy, as saints are to keep busy in the afterlife
The skull of St. Valentine is on display in the Basilica of Santa Maria in Cosmedin, Rome
Geoffrey Chaucer may have invented Valentine’s Day, as he took liberties with history, placing his poetic characters into
fictional historical contexts. In his work “Parliament of Foules” he linked courtly love with the celebration of St.
Valentines feast Day
VICTORIA RHODODENDRON SOCIETY
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Rhododendron longipedicellatum was
discovered by the Kumming Institute of Botany
from the Chinese Academy of Sciences in
December 2014.
It is a highly endangered species surviving in
a limestone habitat in Southeast Yunnan Province.
Surprisingly, unlike other rhododendrons whose
flowering times occur between March and June,
the natural flowering time of this plant occurs
from the last 10 days of November to the first

RHODODENDRON LONGIPEDICELLATUM

10 days in February.
It is a multi-branched shrub, I -3.3 meters. Each
truss possesses 5 flowers, although some have 6.
There are 9-12 stamens of uneven length. It is
most similar to R. rushforthii, but differs in its
arrangement of leaves.
There are only five wild populations. Other
populations have disappeared because of human
activity.
A-B…pressed branch with flowers and leaves
C…branch with young fruits and flowers
D…flowering branch
E…habitat and habit
F and G…flowers
H… lateral view showing corollas and pedicels
I-J…fruiting branches
Adapted from Plant Science
January 2018
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RHODODENDRONS FOR FANTASTIC FOLIAGE
Bear in mind that for 11 months of the year one has only
leaves to enjoy. Once one gets beyond purchasing
rhododendrons for their flowers, leaves begin to influence
the “rhodofiles” purchases. Many rhododendrons are as
beautiful without the flower because of their outstanding
foliage. Colored leaves, indumentum, leaf shape and large
leaves can create a garden with year-round interest.

COLORED LEAVES INCLUDE:

EVERRED

WINE AND ROSES
RAMAPO
FASTIGIATUM
PACHYSANTHUM

RED AND GOLD
SUPERFLIMMER
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OUTSTANDING FOLIAGE
WITH INDUMENTUM
KEN JANEK

R.BUREAVII
R. BUREAVII

R. REX

R. PACHYSANTHUM

R. YAKUSHIMANUM

R. REX

OUTSTANDING FOLIAGE
WITH LARGE LEAVES

R. SINOGRANDE

R. MACABEANUM

R. FALCONERI
R. FALCONERI

R. CALOPHYTUM

OUTSTANDING FOLIAGE WITH
LEAF SHAPE
L..oblong

M

R. CALOPHYTUM
N..oblanceolate
R. ORBICULARE
Q..linear
R. MAKINOI
Rounded leaves
R..lanceolate

R. ROXIEANUM
Narrow leaves

P

O..obovate
M..orbicular

Q

R. YUEFENGENSE
R. MAKINOI

R

P..elliptic
S..ovate
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GOOD THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES
NORMA SENN

HYBRIDS
I envy those who have lots of room for big
rhododendrons and I would love to be able to
grow more than I do. As I have a small city
garden, I usually restrict myself to small
varieties. However, small is a relative term.
Small can refer to true dwarfs that do not get
much tallerthan 40cm (16”) to semi-dwarf
plants, 40-60cm (16-30”). Those that are
considered low in ten years; 80-135cm or (36”56”) are also considered to be low plants.
There are many species and hybrids available
that stay small and offer a variety of colors and
beautiful leaves. I have included some familiar
names of small rhododendrons.

WANNA BEE
In the public domain

There are great advantages in growing small rhododendrons. They do well in garden beds and are
well-suited to grow in containers. Many of our members use containers for growing rhododendrons
and most have their own potting mix formulas. A small garden does not allow me to have a pile of
bark mulch that will decompose over time or have a large compost to custom blend my own mix. I
use the standard hanging-basket mix available from garden centers. I add a large amount of perlite
and sand so that drainage happens more readily. The perlite adds aeration, while the sand to
improve improve drainage and prevent the pots from blowing over in windy weather. I sparingly use
slow-release fertilizer in the spring and add fine bark chips or fine gravel on the soil surface for
decoration as well as breaking up the water force as I hand-water all my containers. This also
prevents soil compaction over time.
When thinking about small rhododendrons my mind goes to ”the birds and the bees”. The birds refer
to the Glendoick hybrids and the bees refer to the Warren Berg hybrids, many of which end with a
double “ee”. Egret, Razorbill, Wren and Patty Bee, Wee Bee and June Bee are examples of the “birds
and the bees”. Other hybridizers have given us small varieties as well. Carmen, Ruby Hart and Purple
Gem are familiar names of small rhododendrons..
Victoria Rhododendron Society Newsletter
February 2022
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THE YELLOW “BEES”
One of my passions is for cute little yellow
rhododendrons. Two of my favorites are Peter
Bee and Patty Bee. Patty Bee’s parents are
both yellow. They are R. keiskei ‘Yaku Fairy”
and R. fletcheranum. The keiskei provides the
small stature and hardiness. The pollen parent
R. fletcherianum comes from the high Tibetan
area and is also very hardy. As well, my Patty
Bee came through the heat dome of June as it
was well watered. Patty Bee flowers mid to
late April and is completely covered with
bright yellow blooms that soften in time. The
foliage is fine textured, with small dark green
leaves and reaches 60cm or 24” in ten years.
Peter Bee, somewhat smaller, 45cm or 18”
after ten years is more an acid yellow. R.
keiskei ‘Yaku Fairy’ is crossed with R.
hanceanum nanum.

PATTY BEE
PETER BEE
In
Norma’s
garden

PETER BEE

THE YELLOW “BIRDS”
Wren is a stunning dwarf plant that develops a
lovely rounded shape. It stays short, up to 30cm
(12”) in ten years if the growing conditions are
perfect, gaining in width as it ages. Wren is another
R. keiskei “Yaku Fairy cross. The other parent is R.
ludlowii. I will be searching for this beauty in the
spring.

WREN
Public domain photos

Chikor is a somewhat demanding plant. It requires
excellent drainage and good light. In the fall, Chikor
has bright green leaves in summer that turn a
bronzy hue in the fall. Chikor is a cross between R.
rupicola var. chryseum and R. ludlowii.

CHIKOR
Victoria Rhododendron Society Newsletter
February 2022
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Egret, named after the snow white bird, is
another choice small rhododendron. It has
lovely dark green fine foliage and pure
white bell-shaped flowers. The cross is R.
camplogynum (White form) and R.
racemosun (White Lace). Both of my
Egrets, one planted in the garden and the
other in a container, survived the heat
dome in June and appear to be winter
hardy.

EGRET

In Norma’s garden

EGRET

Bird photos from the public domain

RAZORBILL
In Norma’s garden

Razorbill is simply a beautiful plant that
I first saw in Evelyn Weesjes’s garden
some 30 years ago. It is not easy to find
as it is somewhat difficult to propagate.
However, it is worth hunting for and is
a great addition to any garden. The
cross is R. spinuliferum with an
unknown pollen parent. The flowers
are tubular in shape, deep-pink in color
and provide a profusion of great beauty
in mid to late April. Because I have left
my plant in a pot for so long, it is
completely root bound and I am afraid
to transplant it. To care for it, I soak the
pot thoroughly and fertilize sparingly
throughout the spring and early
summer. Perhaps a cautionary note is
in order here: if you grow plants in
containers, you need to repot them
every couple of years to avoid the rootbound problem that I have created for
myself.

RAZORBILL
Victoria Rhododendron Society Newsletter
t
February 2022
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WEE BEE

TOO BEE

Wee Bee and Too Bee are also beautiful pink hybrids from Warren Berg. These plants are sisters. They
are a cross of R. camplogynum “Patricia” and R. keiskei “Yaku Fairy”. Both hybrids are small and both
form lovely mounds of color when in bloom. Wanna Bee, another pink, has a good-sized calyx which
gives the flower the look of a double. Sadly, I am in search of another Wanna Bee as mine died in the
heat dome from a combination of poor drainage and high heat.
There are many other small rhododendrons that
grow well in a small garden. Carmen, a beautiful
red Rothschild hybrid, dating back to 1934,
blooms in late April and has dark-red bell shaped
flowers that are held against dark green leaves.
The cross of this hybrid is R. sanguianum ssp
didymium by foresstii repens. Another redflowered beauty is Ruby Hart. The parents of this
beauty are (Carmen x Elizabeth) x R. elliottii).
Ruby Hart has dense foliage and holds its leaves
for three years.

MARY FLEMING
All photos in the public domain

RUBY HART
CARMEN
One of the first plants to bloom in my garden is Mary
Fleming. Early to mid-March is bloom time for this
rhododendron. The cross is R. racemosum and R.
keiskei. It has dark green leaves, yellowish with pink
overtones and is a prolific bloomer. Placed next to
dark blue polyanthus primulas or muscari allows for
an attractive planting that catches the eye of the
beholder. My plant is in a tough growing spot, but just
keeps perking along being heat and sun tolerant.

Victoria Rhododendron society Newsletter
February 2022
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RAMAPO

PURPLE GEM
Photos in the public domain

For lovers of purple purple rhododendrons, Purple Gem and its sister Ramapo are the
results of the cross of R. fastigiatum and carolinianum. Dating back to the 1940’s, these
tend to be popular rhododendrons for smaller gardens as they are tough garden plants.
Their blue-green foliage is small and fine-textured and make a nice foil to the deeppurple flowers. They can withstand full sun, but need really good drainage to thrive.

GOLFER
from Bill McMillan

The last pick for my favorite small rhododendron is Golfer, another Warren Berg hybrid. I have yet to
see mine bloom; but the anticipation of pink flowers eventually fading to white is worth waiting for.
The foliage of this plant is outstanding. Opening to new green foliage and throughout the growing
season turning to a soft white fuzzy as it matures, the truss on this beauty is worth waiting for. Both
parents are noted for their foliage, as it is a cross between R. yakushimanum and R.
pseudochrysanthum.
JUST REMEMBER OUR CLUB’S MANTRA…THERE IS ALWAYS ROOM FOR ONE MORE RHODODENDRON
Victoria Rhododendron Society Newsletter
February 2022
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A SELECTION OF DESIGNER PLANTS AND TREES
FOR YOUR GARDEN

Ideas from Garden Design

DRIMIOPSIS MACULATA
This unusual plant is native to South Africa.
It is a Scilla relative and is hardy to zone 9. It
forms a clump about a foot wide and a foot
tall. The spoon-shaped leaves are speckled
with brown spots when new, and change to
green in the summer. The tall whiteflowered spikes appear in late winter to
early spring. It prefers partial to light shade.
When cold weather appears, it should be
placed in the greenhouse for winter
dormancy.

JAPANESE SHRUB MINT
This unusual plant would make a great
addition to the rhododendron garden. It
should be planted in a woodsy setting using
a rich and highly organic soil. It is native to
Hokkaido, Honshu and Shikoku. It is a
clump forming herbaceous plant with soft
yellow variations in the medium green
leaves. The leaves then become chartreuse
in the summer. In October, bottle brush
spikes of old ivory decorate the top of each
spike.
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MAGNOLIA ‘LANARTH’
Magnolia campbelii ssp. mollicomata ‘Lanarth’
is a beautiful deciduous magnolia discovered
by the Scottish plant hunter George Forrest.
He collected seed in Yunnan, China in 1924.
He named it for the Cornish estate where it
was planted. It is limited to a moderate
climate and the west coast of the US and
Canada provide ideal growing conditions.
Goose-egg flower buds await the stunning
pink blooms that are 8-10 inches across. Trees
can reach 40 to 50 feet tall, making a
spectacular show when in bloom.

Angelica gigas is a designer’s dream plant. This
stunning Korean architectural plant adds
structure and depth to any garden while
requiring minimal care. It has self-supporting
stems, three to six feet tall and is topped by
purple-tinged petioles and red-purple flowers. It
is anchored at the base by massive foliage.
Korean angelica is a biennial, blooming in the
summer during the plant’s second year. The
original plant will disappear, but will reseed
itself. It will add height to any border. It is known
for attracting bees, beneficial insects, birds and
butterflies.

ANGELICA GIGAS
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RoundGlass Sustain dreams of a wilder, greener planetone that is inclusive, peaceful, and sustainable - and
respects every life form, big or small.

Sunny (Gurpreet) Singh is the founder of RoundGlass Sustain.
This organization was formed in 2021 to bring greater
awareness to how the wellbeing of the natural world impacts
our access of basic resources, quality of life and the
sustainability of human life.
Wholistic Wellbeing for all

JABARKHET NATURE RESERVE: forest returns home
SUNNY (GURPREET ) SINGH

Wholistic Wellbeing stems from a shared purpose. Our
engagement toward a mutually healthy future takes as much
effort and planning as we can muster, as much original
thinking as we can summon, and as much time and financial
investment as we can spare.
Giving Back
I believe in giving back to this miraculous planet by
conserving nature and working to diminish threats to species
diversity. According to the World Wildlife Fund’s Living Planet
Report (2018) humans are behind the current rate of species
extinction, which is 100-1000 times higher than nature
intended. We’ve seen an astonishing 68% decline in the size
of populations of mammals, birds, fish, reptiles and
amphibians in just over 40 years.

Photo is from the RoundGlass Sustain website
https://sustain.round.glass

With the push and pull of climate change this century, there is
a need for greater awareness of how the natural world
impacts our access to basic resources, quality of life and the
sustainability of human life. RoundGlass Sustain works with
scientists, researchers, and experts to make the latest
research available for people in an accessible way, relates to
their everyday life and conveys the urgency for the need to
protect our natural world
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Rhododendrons: Superflowers of the Himalayas
Ingenious ways in which the rhododendrons of Sikkim engage with their habitats and
pollinators
By Shweta Basnett for RoundGlass Sustain
In the Himalayas, the onset of spring is marked by the blooming of rhododendrons. The
flowering trees — found at altitudes ranging from 1,500 m to over 5,000 m above sea level
— are abundant in the Eastern Himalayan region, especially Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh.
My first experience of the flowering season was in 2010, when I visited Shingba
Rhododendron Sanctuary in North Sikkim on a field trip. I was spellbound to see so many
attractive species that filled the forests with bright streaks of white, yellow, pink, orange,
and red. Sikkim alone is home to more than 36 rhododendron species.
Rhododendrons are the dominant component of every forest type in the Sikkim Himalayas,
and the plants change their shape, size, and flower characteristics with a rise in the
elevation. For instance, one can see tall rhododendron species such as R. arboreum and R.
falconeri in the lower temperate forests. Further up in the mid-subalpine forests, we see
bushy shrubs of R. thomsonii, R. campanulatum and R. hodgsonii, and the higher alpine
forests are dominated by dwarf woody species such as R. anthopogon, R. setoum, and R.
lepidotum.
The flowering of rhododendrons attracts a huge number of tourists to the Himalayas every
year, all keen to experience the spectacular display of colours. Often, the fallen blooms
cover the entire forest floor like a colourful carpet. In Sikkim, during the flowering season, a
rhododendron festival is celebrated in the Barsey and Singbha Rhododendron Sanctuaries.
These festivals have benefited local communities and serve as a source of revenue for the
state government.
Rhododendrons have numerous uses. Due to their floral characters, the genus is globally
promoted as one of the best ornamentals for urban landscaping. Their nectar, pollen,
flowers, and leaves are an important food resource for bumblebees, flies, birds, pikas, and
other animals. They are also renowned for their cultural and economic value; the wood is
commonly used for timber and firewood, while the leaves, stems, and flowers are used in
the preparation of traditional medicine, teas, and juices. In Himalayan households, mixtures
of juniper and dwarf rhododendron leaves are commonly used as incense.
Rhododendrons are sensitive to temperature, which makes them highly vulnerable to
climate warming, but little is known about the specific environmental factors impact these
Himalayan species. After a three-year-long experiment on ten co-occurring species in the
Kyongnosla Alpine Sanctuary (KAS) in East Sikkim, I can conclude that genetically related
species display similar timing of bud formation, flowering, and fruiting, but later events,
such as fruit development and the splitting of the seed pods, is determined by
environmental factors. So for all ten species in KAS, the early events occur from May until
August when the weather is warmer, but later events occur between October and
December, when the region experiences low temperatures due to high snowfall.
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USES FOR RHODODENDRON LEAVES IN A SOMEWHAT UNUSUAL WAY
THANKS TO BONNIE MORO’S GRANDAUGHTER’S SNOW BUNNY
VICTORIA RHODODENDRON SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
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OUR
FEBRUARY
SPEAKER
FEBRUARY 7, 2022
7:30 PM.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84538935641?pwd=UHB4NHRkc1lxTkk2NWp5c1FFWjIOZz09
Meeting ID 845 3893 5641
Passcode:280448

THE GARDEN IN A CHANGING WORLD
The garden has become a place to escape and offers a refuge more than ever. There is nothing static
about growing plants. The plants we grow deal with heat, cold and wind and they still persevere. It
seems nothing can halt our passion for gardening and the promise of a New Year only fuels our
enthusiasm. From exciting new plants, colors and garden ideas you won’t want to miss Monday, February
7 at 7:30 pm. Jeff will be speaking on the ways we can see our garden making some interesting changes.
This is the time to start the year with joyful energy.
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IN HOOKER’S FOOTSTEPS
Information and photographs are taken from the Irish
Times, October 27, 2018. The title of the article is
“High In the Himalayas, an Irish plant-hunter’s paradise”

Seamus O’Brien’s fascination with Hooker was sparked by
the sight of many of the Victorian explorer’s plant
introductions that are now in magnificent mature growth in
the National Gardens throughout Britain.
Between 2012 and 2015, O’Brien organized four expeditions
to Eastern Himalaya to trace Hooker’s trail. Upon returning
to Ireland, O’Brien published “In the Footsteps of Joseph
Dalton Hooker: A Sikkim Adventure”. The book contains
some of Hooker’s original text and illustrations against
O’Brien’s own modern-day observations and photographs.
The book also contains pained descriptions of what has
disappeared, what has altered due to climate change,
population explosions, changed cultural values, pollution,
the growth of eco-tourism and the constant expansion of tea
plantations first introduced by hooker’s friend and fellow
botanizer Archibald Campbell.
In Hooker’s day, the greater risks to life and limb were
disease, wild animals and natural disasters as well as
unfriendly and understandably suspicious Rajahs. Travel
through the remote region with its extremes of topography
and climate was physically arduous, dangerous and
undertaken by a variety of means including elephants, yaks
and other pack animals.
For O’Brien and his fellow 21st Century travelers, disease still posed a very real risk. The travels in Hooker’s
footsteps were also physically challenging and exhausting. Altitude sickness prevented most of the group from
reaching the 4,940m-high mountain pass Goecha La. O’Brien and three others were able to succeed, though
landslides and the ever-increasing risk due to climate change also posed a real danger.
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HELLEBORES…WINTER WONDERS FOR YOUR GARDEN
Ideas and photos from BCFARMFRESH

Hellebores are a favorite flower for winter to spring color in the garden. These perennials thrive in shade or
part-shade with 3-4 hours of sunlight per day. They prefer moist, but well-drained woodland soil. Enrich soil
with leaf mold or compost for better growth. Removing old leaves as new growth begins will keep your plant in
top condition.

R. LOCHIAE
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THE JAPANESE GARDENS AT GORGE PARK
The Japanese Gardens at Gorge Park are being refurbished after more than 100 years. In 1907,
Isaburo Kishida designed the gardens and the Takata Family operated a tea house until 1941, when
Canadian citizens of Japanese ancestry were sent to interment camps.
In October of 2009 the Township had an official re-opening of the gardens. Members of the Japanese
community and officials from Japan were invited and a ceremony of a Buddhist blessing was held.
The ceremony was enhanced by the Uminari Drum Group and The Furusato Dancers.
In October of 2021, the recreation of the original park was held in which a ceremonial planting of a
cherry forest began. In Japan, cherry trees are symbolic of a fresh start and re-birth. The forest will
consist of 26 trees, including 22 Akebeno Cherry trees, four weeping Japanese maples, a Japanese
pine and a black pine.
The Takata family who once operated the original Tea House donated $25,000 dollars toward the
Project.
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Mayor Barb Desjardin and Dillon
Takata unveil a memorial stone
commemorating the Takata family’s
history with the Esquimalt Gorge
Park and their contributions to the
Township of Esquimalt on October
15, 2021.

The Takata Family gather together 70
years after their family was sent to an
internment camp. During those 70
years, the garden fell into disrepair. The
buildings were torn down as a potential
“fire hazard”. The revitalized garden and
new pavilion are scheduled to be
completed in 2022. It is to the credit of
the Takata Family that this revitalization
is coming to our neighborhood.
This is a photo of the new pavilion that will soon
be completed. Where the cars are parked in the
photo will be near the entry to the Japanese
Garden. This will then lead directly into the Jim
Barlup Legacy Garden.
We started with an idea. The idea has
flourished. With the help of many people in our
group, the Township of Esquimalt and the HCP,
the Victoria Rhododendron Society is helping to
make a new rhododendron history for the
ages…. to have an almost complete collection of
a modern day rhododendron hybridizer’s body
of work in one place. Great accomplishments
can happen when everyone works together.
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NOTES FROM THE BOARD

It is noted that two members of the ARS have recently passed away. Ann Mangels, a former ARS president
passed away on December 31, 2021.
Mid-January, Dick Cavender passed away. “Red”, as he was known, was a recent speaker for the VicRS. He had a
vast collection of rhododendron occidentale, and his nursery was called “Red’s Rhodies”.
Lloyd Gilmore is taking on the responsibility of sending out printed copies to those members who do not have
an email account.
As the last day to send in registrations for the 2022 year was December 31, 2021, the board agreed to send
extra monies for those who register after December 31. A full membership costs about 10 cents per day.
The HCP is reopening on January 31st. As our meeting for February would be on the 8th of February, the
decision was made to hold the meeting via ZOOM until further COVID restrictions are lifted.
Our March speaker is Calvin. His topic is “Thank you for being a friend”. At this time, we are planning to hold
this meeting at the HCP. Further instructions will be in the next newsletter if there are any changes.
Ian has booked the HCP for meetings through the 2022 year.
PLEASE NOTE: If you have not sent in your membership fees, it is not too late. Please do this ASAP.
Sharing newsletters with different chapters was discussed. The idea behind this proposal is that it is a way for
chapters to become familiar with what other ARS chapters are doing. This idea would become an active
practice throughout the year. As each chapter has differing climates, plants, diseases, etc., new ideas,
suggestions and information could be shared. Members of the differing chapters would become acquainted
with what other chapters may be facing and could offer advice or ideas. It is one idea of bringing like-minded
folk together in a very positive way. Please share your views or ideas with any member of the board. The
question is: Do you think this is a viable project and would you support such a venture?
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CURRENT DIRECTORS OF THE BOARD OF THE
VICTORA RHODODENDRON SOCIETY
President...Lloyd Gilmore
250-642-2256
ll.gilmore@shaw.ca
5

Vice president…Kathie Thompson
250-656-6444
bthompso@islandnet.com
Treasurer…Bill Gordon
250-479 0210
bbgordon@shaw.ca

BOARD MEMBERS

Secretary…Sharon Joseph
250-383-1756
underground@yahoo.com
Past president…Brenda Macdonald
778-528-3647
macdobr@shaw.ca

MEMBERS AT LARGE
Frank Buffam
fabuffams@shaw.ca
778-432-4649
Calvin Parsons
sinogrande50@gmail.com
250-590-0489
Ian Duncan
duncani@telus.net
250-479-0820
Carrie George
carrie.george@shaw.ca
250-642-9245
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